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Research communities

- National initiatives
- Projects and research networks
- University Alliances
- Research infrastructures

Goals
- Maximise impact on the research landscape
- Maximise impact on society
- Improve research quality
- Increase visibility

Strategic activities
- Wide dissemination of policies and best practices
- Wide dissemination of research results
- Monitor research production
- Promotion and monitoring of Open Science practices
- Training

Challenges
- Get recognition from funders and research staff
- Data gathering and analysis for reporting
- Attract funding
- Sustainability of service provision

Projects and research networks

Goals

Strategic activities

Challenges

OpenAIRE
https://connect.openaire.eu
It lowers the barriers that hinder the adoption of Open Science publishing practices in the research community

- Discovery in the literature and data deluge
- Dispersion of research products
- Lack of community awareness
- Lack of Open Science publishing services and tools

OpenAIRE CONNECT is a tool for Open Science, community building and outreach
A portal with:

➢ A customised view of the OpenAIRE Graph
➢ Discovery and tracking functionality
➢ Complete branding capabilities
A facilitator of OS practices

➢ Linking & claiming research
➢ Finding repositories
➢ Open & FAIR metadata
How does CONNECT work?

1. Identify relevant research products
2. Gateway configuration
3. Delivery

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3974604
Who’s using OpenAIRE CONNECT

➢ 33 Gateways (+65% since Dec 2021)

Full list at https://connect.openaire.eu/search/find(communities
Usage of metadata

+2000 downloads since May 2022

+400 downloads since May 2022

Powering non-OpenAIRE portals with data

FIT FORTHEM team working on metadata to create a portal on research teams and ancient volumes
Community Gateways already in action.

TU-NET
The Technological University Network (TU-NET) is an affiliation of the Technological Universities in Ireland: Technol...

Netherlands Research Portal
All Dutch Research, In One Place. A comprehensive and open dataset of research information covering 3m publications...

Digital Twins in Health
Open Research Gateway on Digital Twins in Health. Virtual Human Twin (VHT) is an integrated multiscale, multi-time, spatial...

European University for Smart Urban Coastal S...
The European University for Smart Urban Coastal Sustainability - EU-CONEXUS promotes common European values and a str...